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In Northwest Colorado near Rangely is the 
Waving Hands pictograph site. Believed 
to be of  Fremont origin, the site is named 
for a life-size pair of  disembodied hands 
painted on a sheer sandstone rock face. The 
hands are mysterious. Are they welcoming 
or warning? Drowning or emerging? 
Celebrating a victory or pleading for 
deliverance? No one knows for sure, but 
the waving hands are arresting and thought-
provoking, and remain a distinctly human 
statement in a remote wilderness.
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In Colorado we have twelve streams named Wolf  Creek, yet we killed 
off  all our wolves. The frontier officially ended in 1890, and the last vestiges 
of  wilderness had to be cleansed of  their large predators—especially 
the feared gray timber wolves, which may once have numbered in the 
thousands in Colorado. Now, Proposition 114 The Restoration of  Gray Wolves 
will bring the carnivore back to our state by December 31, 2023, west of  
the Continental Divide. Controversy continues, especially since a small wolf  
pack has been confirmed by Colorado Parks and Wildlife to be living in 
Moffat County. We will need to learn to live with wolves again, and it will 
not be easy.

Arthur Carhart’s book The Last Stand of  the Pack (1929) describes in 
grim detail the struggle to pursue and kill the last Colorado wolves. The Last 
Stand of  the Pack is now back in print, published by the University Press of  
Colorado in a critical edition, edited by Tom Wolf  and me.1  All Carhart’s 
original words are there, and we added new essays on the eco-possibilities 
of  wolf  re-introduction. Few Coloradans remember his book, but across 
the nation Carhart is known for what he did at Trappers Lake in Rio Blanco 
County—he advocated for wilderness, for leaving wild landscapes alone. 

The White River Museum of  the Rio Blanco Historical Society has its 
own wolf  pelt. This wolf  is up against a wall, secure in an ornate oak and 
glass display case in the far back room of  the museum. He’s probably one 
of  the best preserved of  all Colorado’s historic wolves. The wolf ’s amber 
eyes stare straight ahead, and its barred teeth almost omit a growl, but he’s 
safe enough in the storage area among bear traps, a two-headed calf, a 
Sarsaparilla bottling machine, and an ornate sheep wagon. George Wilber 
and Les Burns killed him on Oak Ridge. He was the last wolf  to die on the 
White River Plateau. 

The wolf  was shot in 1919, perhaps the same season when 
Arthur Carhart, the U.S. Forest Service’s first landscape architect, 
surveyed Trappers Lake east of  Meeker for summer cabins. Instead of  
recommending that private parties lease an acre each for cabins, Carhart 
urged the pristine lake shore be left alone. Thus, Trappers Lake became the 
“cradle for wilderness.” Carhart was the first federal employee to advise 
that a landscape be left untouched and that vast expanses of  federal lands 

Learning to Live with  
Wolves Again in Colorado
By Andrew Gulliford
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should be protected from development. How ironic that in 1919, the same 
year Carhart had his vision about federal wilderness as an ideal, hunters 
killed the last wolf  in Rio Blanco County. It took decades before Americans 
came to understand that wilderness without wildlife was just empty scenery. 

***

The Bureau of  Biological Survey claimed to have killed Colorado’s 
last wolf  in 1935. Scholar Michael Robinson believes the date was 1945 
in Conejos County.2  Either way, it has been decades since Colorado’s 
mountains have heard the full-throated howls of  a wolf  pack on a moonlit 
night, but that is changing. Wolf  scat, photographs, and recorded howling 
have all confirmed a small pack of  wolves in Moffat County. “Staff  will 
continue monitoring the area as part of  our overall wildlife management 
and conservation duties,” explains Colorado Parks and Wildlife director 
Dan Prenzlow.3  As we learn to live with wolves, it is important to 
understand why we killed them off.

In The Last Stand of  the Pack, Carhart made clear the economic losses 
suffered by ranchers and their visceral animosity towards wolves. Always 
on the run, harassing livestock because of  the depletion in game, the last 
wolves had names like Old Lefty, from Eagle County; the Phantom Wolf, 

At the White River Museum in Meeker, Colorado, in a glass case against the back wall, is the 
hide and head of  a snarling wolf—his pelt dusty, his teeth yellow—his glass eyes stare out at us. 
He was the last wolf  killed in Rio Blanco County. Other wolf  pelts are at the museum in New 
Castle and at the Denver Museum of  Nature and Science. Photo by author.
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near Fruita; the Greenhorn Wolf, south of  Pueblo; the Unaweep Wolf, 
from Unaweep Canyon; Big Foot, at DeBeque; Old Whitey, near Trinidad; 
and Rags the Digger, at Cathedral Bluffs in Rio Blanco County.

Wolves harassed livestock because wild game populations had 
dramatically dropped. Most of  Colorado’s elk had been shot and killed 
by market hunters who were paid ten cents a pound for elk, deer, and 
antelope. Today’s elk herds evolved from elk transplanted from Montana 
and Wyoming, and now Colorado has the largest elk population in North 
America. The state’s elk herds are doing fine, but there are rising fears of  
chronic wasting disease. How to combat the disease? Introduce gray wolves 
to cull the weak, the young, and the sick. Wolves can help restore our 
Colorado ecosystems. As a deer and elk hunter, I want wolves back.

No one knows how wolves will fit into the Colorado landscape, but 
many of  us are waiting to find out. If  wolves arrive on their own, we’ll have 
to live with where they appear. If  wolves are introduced, there can be more 
flexibility on where they live and certainly more planning. Wolves will wear 
radio collars and, if  they harass livestock, the animals can be located and 
retrieved.

Wolf  reintroduction into Colorado will take time and patience. Folks 
who would never normally speak to each other—because they wear 
different hats and footwear, drive different vehicles, and support different 
causes—will have to sit at the same table and share their values, their 

James Shaw poses with a dead wolf  killed near Thatcher in Las Animas County. This was 
one of  the last wolves killed on Colorado’s eastern plains. Courtesy Western History Collection, 
Denver Public Library, No. Z-1580.
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thoughts, and their hopes for their families, as well as their futures. 

With 5½ million people, Colorado is essentially an urban state with 
suburban sprawl on the Front Range and less than ¼ million people 
on the Western Slope where wolves will be introduced. I think we can 
adjust. I think we can learn to accommodate ourselves to another top-tier 

Taxidermist Edwin Carter, also termed a naturist, poses here in Breckenridge with a pelt from 
a large wolf  taken in the Colorado Rockies. Courtesy of  Photo Collections, History Colorado, 
No. 20031518.
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predator besides ourselves. Certainly, farmers and ranchers have done so 
in Wisconsin, Michigan, Minnesota, Idaho, Montana, and Wyoming. But 
I admit, as a Colorado wildlife biologist told me, “More hearts have to be 
won.”

Wolves are part of  our Western wildlife heritage. Learning to live again 
with them in the Rocky Mountains may be one of  our most important 21st 
century lessons in ecology and humility. We killed wolves with poisons, 
traps and guns. Arthur Carhart came to realize the pervasive power of  
industrialized death. 

A year after publishing The Last Stand of  the Pack, Carhart questioned 
co-author Stanley P. Young whether exterminating wolves “to please 
squawking stockmen” could be justified. “Isn’t it a just consideration that 
the cats and wolves and coyotes have a damn sight better basic right to live 
in the hills and have use of  that part of  the world as their own than the 
domestic livestock of  the stockmen?” he asserted.4  Carhart, father of  the 
wilderness idea, wanted wild creatures in wild places. 

***

How odd that across Colorado and the West, hunters ruthlessly pursued wolves yet valued their 
power and presence enough to have them mounted, stuffed, and then photographed in the same 
mountain landscapes from which they had been extirpated. Ecologist Aldo Leopold wrote, “Man 
always kills the things he loves, and so we the pioneers have killed our wilderness.” Courtesy of  
Photo Collections, History Colorado, No. 20030675.
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As for Colorado, in June 2004 a wolf  died along Interstate 70 after 
being hit by a car. Five years later, a GPS-collared wolf  traveled 3,000 miles 
in seven months before being killed by banned Compound 1080 poison in 
Rio Blanco County in 2009; the female died 400 miles from her home pack. 
In April 2015, a coyote hunter killed a gray wolf  near Kremmling and later 
claimed he did not know it was a wolf.5  Those are the confirmed deaths. 

Because of  sightings across Colorado and especially the Western Slope, 
wolf  stories abound. In small rural cafes, there’s no better way to draw a 
crowd than to talk about having seen a wolf  and where.

“It was 1 a.m. at Ironton Park, just beyond Ouray. We were headed 
south and stopped in the road where the wolf  was standing. Our son-in-
law and daughter were in front of  us in their vehicle with their dog inside. 
The wolf  actually sniffed at the door and window. Their dog was barking 
madly. The wolf ’s back was the height of  a car door handle,” relates Terri 
Brokering from Silverton.6

In the 4th Street Diner & Bakery at Saguache, two transplanted 
Canadians who know wolves swear to seeing a pair of  gray wolves in 
Antora Meadows near Findley Gulch west of  town. In the Weminuche 
Wilderness, backpackers west of  Bear Town saw an animal larger than a 
coyote bring down an elk calf, and one of  my students, a Wyoming elk 
hunter, swore he saw wolves playing north of  Lemon Reservoir in the San 
Juan National Forest near a wilderness boundary. I asked him if  he had 
collected any hair or scat. No, he was elk hunting, but he knew wolves and 
he was adamant about what he had seen.

“I saw a jet black wolf  in the middle of  the day on Red Mountain Pass 
between Mineral Creek and an old mine. No doubt what it was. It was big 
and black. We could not have gotten a more clear look,” states Durango 
hunter and outfitter Mike Murphy. “It came down from above the road, 
crossed in front of  us, and kept going down the other slope. It was big. 
There’s no mistaking a jet black wolf  like that. Ears, tail, head. It was a 
wolf,” he recalls.7 

High Lonesome Ranch north of  Grand Junction thought it had a 
gray wolf  which could be part of  the Wildlands Network Spine of  the 
Continent conservation initiative but, alas, it was just scat from that ol’ 
trickster—the Coyote. Perfectly poised near Douglas Pass and deeply 
isolated in Garfield and Mesa Counties, wolves could be at home there. 
The headline in High Country News read, “Prodigal Dogs: Have Gray Wolves 
Found a Home in Colorado?” Not yet, but rancher Paul Vahldiek stated, 
“If  they help the land be healthier, I’m for that.”8  Outfitters and hunting 
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guides feel differently.

“Wolves. We’ve progressed passed them. We have too much industry 
and agriculture to ever go back to wolves,” Dan Schwartz, owner of  Ripple 
Creek Lodge east of  Meeker near Trappers Lake, told me. “But they’re 
coming. Wolves are here. You hear about them all the time. I don’t think 
they’ll decimate the elk population, but they’ll change elk habitat. It’ll be 
a completely different hunt. If  they move down [from Yellowstone] the 
ecosystem will allow it, but to introduce them is insanity.”9 

***

What would Carhart think of  wolves returning to Colorado? As 
a wilderness advocate, a “wilderness prophet” in the words of  author 
Tom Wolf, Carhart surely would have seen the connection between wild 
landscapes and Canis lupus. As a hunter and a sportsman interested in 
healthy big game populations, he probably could have come to learn what 
Lewis and Clark understood and what Aldo Leopold tried to teach—that 
wolves have their place. I hunt wildlife and I agree—wolves belong. 

I am an elk hunter who welcomes the return of  wolves to Colorado. 
Why would I want to compete for elk meat with another top-tier predator? 
Some years I see no wild game, and the only thing I cut up with my hunting 
knife is an orange.

Why would I willingly welcome more competition with elk numbers 
threatened by habitat fragmentation, disruption by mountain bikers, ATV 
riders, backcountry skiers, and hikers of  all sorts? Folks move here for our 
outdoor opportunities. Climbers, hikers, bikers, and skiers are everywhere 
in the mountains at all times of  the year. Elk, which are private animals 
preferring quiet meadows and south-facing winter hillsides, are constantly 
disturbed.

Why add wolves to the mix when there are already hunters galore 
seeking elk? 

It is time for wolves. It is time for natural big game management. We 
spent the 20th century manipulating nature. By 1910 commercial hunting 
had killed all the elk in Colorado. We reintroduced them from Wyoming in 
1916 with no legal elk-hunting season until 1929. Now in the 21st century, 
we need to restore an ecological balance.

Why did we kill Colorado’s wolves? Because they were like us—smart, 
cunning, family-oriented, with uncles helping to raise cubs and males and 
females mating for life. It is not easy to live with a top-tier predator. Their 
ecological role in diverse ecosystems was not understood. Teddy Roosevelt, 
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who loved to hunt elk, labeled wolves “beasts of  waste and desolation.” He 
did not understand that predators have a role in nature and that they trim 
prey species like elk and deer to fit the range.

One of  the nation’s first ecologists, forester Aldo Leopold, shot a wolf  
from an Arizona rimrock and later regretted it. In a famous essay titled 

Bureau of  Biological Survey hunter Bill Smith poses with a chained wolf  pup at the entrance to 
a wolf  den. The pup was chained to attract its parents so they could be killed. Courtesy Western 
History Collection, Denver Public Library, No. Z-1565.
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“Thinking like a Mountain” from A Sand County Almanac, he wrote, “Only 
the mountain has lived long enough to listen objectively to the howl of  a 
wolf  . . . We reached the old wolf  in time to watch a fierce green fire dying 
in her eyes. I realized then, and have known ever since, that there was 
something new to me in those eyes—something known only to her and 
to the mountain . . . I thought that fewer wolves meant more deer, that no 
wolves would be a hunter’s paradise.”

He was wrong. Leopold lived long enough to change his views 
on predators and to become the first writer and proponent of  game 
management, authoring an introductory textbook and teaching classes at 
the University of  Wisconsin. Leopold scholar Susan Flader wrote, “The 
wolf, as one of  the large carnivores, belonged at the very apex of  the biotic 
pyramid . . . it became Leopold’s symbol of  the pyramid itself  . . . of  land 
health.” Leopold’s ideas evolved.

***

Colorado Parks and Wildlife is a conflicted agency. On the one hand, 
it’s their goal to preserve and protect our state’s wildlife heritage and 
to encourage programs for watchable wildlife; and, on the other hand, 
administrators insist on killing predators when no scientific rationale or 
extensive peer-reviewed studies prove fewer predators will mean more elk 
or deer. Ecology is more complicated than that.

Drawing of  a wolf  in repose. Original artwork by Claudia Crowell from Grand Junction. 
Author’s collection.
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As a hunter, I value my time outdoors with friends, getting up before 
dawn, waiting for first light, trying to spot big game moving in the shadows 
and waiting for sunrise and a positive identification of  the right species and 
the right sex. I prefer to hunt cow elk because of  their flavorful meat. I am 
not a trophy hunter.

Hunting for me is being outside scanning, looking, using binoculars 
to scout ridges, and developing the patience it takes to wait all day, moving 
from location to location with my mind empty and my heart open for the 
gift of  wild game. Do I want to share my hunts with wolves? Yes. I want a 
complete, intact ecosystem. Landscape is as important to me as big game. 
We have much to learn from wolves, and we have failed to learn their eco-
lessons. Wolves hunt sick and diseased animals. That is their ecosystem role, 
and they make prey herds healthier.

Colorado Parks and Wildlife has a Wolf  Management Plan. It is 17 
years out of  date, and few staff  have read it. Six or seven times the plan 
calls for wolf  education, but CPW has yet to have a single education session 
related to wolf  facts and ecology despite CPW’s mission to “educate 
and inspire current and future generations to serve as active stewards of  
Colorado’s natural resources.” It is past time for a new management plan, 
and one is coming.

“The eradication of  wolves in Colorado was a moral, ethical, and 
ecological mistake. We owe functional ecosystems to future Coloradans, and 
wolves are an important part of  those ecosystems,” explains biologist Gary 
Skiba, Wildlife Program Manager for San Juan Citizens Alliance. He adds, 
“The idea that wolves will harm prey populations is nonsense. Wolves and 
their prey evolved together for hundreds of  thousands of  years, including 
about 15,000 years in Colorado since the last ice age. The role of  wolves in 
removing sick and injured prey has been demonstrated over and over.”

Skiba also notes, “Reintroduction of  wolves is pretty simple, and we 
have plenty of  experience to do it efficiently and effectively. Restoration can 
be done humanely and in a way that is respectful of  the needs and concerns 
of  all Coloradans.”10 

***

In November 2020, Proposition 114 passed in our state to scientifically 
reintroduce wolves. It is time to restore nature and to allow wolves to play 
their role in what Leopold called the centuries-old “evolutionary drama.” 
Will wolves pursue the same elk I hunt? Possibly, but they’ll also make me a 
better hunter—more wary, more cautious, more connected to the outdoors.
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I support Colorado Parks and Wildlife. Their dedicated staff  do a great 
job with a diminishing budget. After all, there are fewer and fewer hunters. 
Do I want to hear wolf  howls when my rifle rests against a tree and I have 
only a knife in hand, elk carcass disassembled and lying on pine needles? 
Yes. I seek an intact, wild landscape as part of  our state’s precious wildlife 
heritage, because I believe wolves belong. Moffat County Commissioners 
feel otherwise. 

They want to make sure that all the proper steps are followed for a 
four-phased approach to wolf  reintroduction, and I can’t argue with that.11  
It makes sense to me. We need public hearings and a comprehensive plan. 
Ranchers will have to change the way they do business, be much more 
cognizant of  when their cows calve, and try to carefully monitor their 
livestock to deter wolf  depredation. Dead livestock—cows and sheep left 
out on the range—will attract wolves. Carcasses will need to be promptly 
dealt with, and that’s expensive and time consuming. There are also 
concerns that wolves close to livestock will frighten cattle and sheep, and 
cause stress and weight loss. Whose expertise will prove that a wolf  has 
killed sheep or cattle? How quickly can ranchers be compensated?

“The livestock industry will probably try to limit wolf  numbers 
and where wolves are introduced,” states Michael Robinson, Senior 
Conservation Advocate for the Center for Biological Diversity. But how to 
make this all work? How to prevent wolves from being shot if  they dine on 
livestock?

Yes, this is a historic moment for our state and for the West. For the 
first time, a state’s citizens have required state officials to take an action 
three times denied by the State Wildlife Commission. Citizens have spoken. 
CPW needs to comply, but there should be plenty of  time for dialogue, 
discussion, education and, hopefully, consensus, including information on 
the illegality of  poaching or killing introduced wolves. On the federal level, 
no one has ever been legally fined or sentenced for killing a wolf, despite 
the Endangered Species Act. A federal policy exists that must be changed.

***

 A left-over policy from President Bill Clinton’s administration allows 
endangered species to be killed by hunters without any prosecution from 
the Department of  Justice. This DOJ policy is named after a rifleman who 
shot one of  the most important alpha wolves re-introduced in Yellowstone 
National Park in 1995.

In Montana, after biologists had returned wolves to the Yellowstone 
ecosystem, Chad McKittrick, out bear hunting but with his truck stuck 
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on a road, saw a large animal on the horizon 140 yards away. He said to 
his companion, “That’s a wolf. I’m going to shoot it,” and he focused the 
scope on his Ruger M-77, a 7mm. magnum rifle. McKittrick dropped the 
wolf  and then saw the radio collar clearly marked Yellowstone National 
Park. He cut the head off  the animal, hacked at the hide, but left the paws. 
His accomplice, Dusty Steinmasel, kept the radio collar after using a special 
wrench to remove it; he later threw it in a creek, where the collar continued 
to send a fast series of  beeps, which meant a mortality signal to wolf  
biologists. Investigators soon found the collar, and Steinmasel provided a 
written confession and enough evidence for a search warrant.

McKittrick claimed he shot at a feral dog. If  so, why keep the head and 
hide? “Even in Montana they rarely mount dogs as game trophies,” wryly 
commented author Renee Askins, who chronicles this event in her book 
Shadow Mountain.12  

A jury of  eight men and four women convicted McKittrick on Oct. 
10, 1996, of  three misdemeanor counts—killing an endangered species, 
possessing it, and transporting it. His sentence included three months in 
jail, three months in a halfway house, and $10,000 in restitution. At trial he 

A howling wolf  has a front paw caught in a leg trap. Currently the legal status of  these traps 
varies across the West, but they can be used by federal trappers working for the U.S. Department 
of  Agriculture’s Wildlife Services Department. Courtesy Western History Collection, Denver 
Public Library, No. Z-1574.
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testified that he thought the animal he killed was a rabid dog and, based 
on a “mistaken identity” argument, appealed to the U.S. Supreme Court. 
McKittrick lost, but then he won, because the Department of  Justice back-
paddled as if  in a rowboat approaching a waterfall.

The DOJ named their new legal position the McKittrick Policy, giving 
lasting fame to someone who pulled a trigger on a Yellowstone wolf. The 
policy basically states that U.S. attorneys will only prosecute for the illegal 
killing of  Endangered Species Act-protected species when they can prove 
that the killer specifically intended to kill an endangered species. Thus, 
wolves are shot by hunters who “thought” the animals were coyotes—even 
though coyotes rarely wear radio collars. 

Former U.S. Attorney from Oregon Kris Olson tells me, “The issue 
was the standard of  intent. I am ashamed to say that it was my colleagues 
in the Clinton Administration who created the mess that followed—the 
McKittrick policy of  requiring the prosecution to prove that the defendant 
knew it was an animal on the ESA list. So, the Court and Congress never 
addressed the issue; it was done internally by the Executive branch and has 
wreaked havoc ever since.  It is a travesty, a violation of  legislative intent, 
and should be rescinded.”

Left- Original cover of  The Last Stand of  the Pack, 1929.
Right - Cover of  the reprinted book The Last Stand of  the Pack: A Critical Edition, 
(Boulder: University Press of  Colorado, 2017.)
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The Trump Administration de-listed gray wolves effective January 4, 
2021, on behalf  of  the U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service. The de-listing takes 
wolves off  the endangered species list. The federal rule will be challenged in 
court, but so must the McKittrick Policy. If  the federal Endangered Species 
Act will not be used to prosecute wolf-killers, what about Colorado laws? 

“Regardless of  the USFWS listing status, gray wolves remain listed as 
a state endangered species, and killing a wolf  in Colorado for any reason 
other than self-defense remains illegal,” explains Dan Prenzlow, director of  
Colorado Parks and Wildlife.13  Penalties are in state law but classification 
of  a species as threatened or endangered is a State Wildlife Commission 
regulation. Does that mean that Colorado game wardens, already busy 
finding and prosecuting poachers, will now also focus on wolf-killers 
whether they use poison or firearms? Will sheriff ’s offices get involved? 
Time will tell as wolf  reintroduction unfolds across the Western Slope.

***

Colorado Parks and Wildlife asks the public to use its website to report 
wolf  sightings, and Rebecca Ferrell from the Department of  Natural 
Resources tells me that “Education will be a fundamental element of  all 
CPW efforts as we work through this process. It is (and will continue to 
be) important for Colorado residents and visitors to understand basic facts 
about wolves in Colorado.”14  Colorado State University will also assist 
with experts from CSU’s Center for Human-Carnivore Coexistence. Center 
affiliates will develop and explain lethal and non-lethal strategies and tools 
to help Coloradans coexist with gray wolves and to integrate science to 
minimize conflict. Community outreach and engagement is essential for 
effective natural resources management. As of  yet, exactly where and when 
wolves will be introduced in our state has not been determined because the 
planning process is just beginning.

We need to learn to live with Canis lupus. We need to hear their howls 
on moonlit nights deep in the Weminuche Wilderness or high on the 
Flattops in Northwest Colorado. Gray shadows should leave paw prints in 
snow beneath dark trees. Maybe wolves will even return to their old haunts 
where Carhart wrote about them in Unaweep Canyon, on the Book Cliffs, 
along Huerfano Creek, beside the Purgatoire. 

Wolf  recovery in Colorado will be a grand experiment. I wish Arthur 
Carhart were alive to write about it. He’d love to record the cycle of  
ecological change and humans foregoing hubris for humility. The Last Stand 
of  the Pack is a valuable historical account. Now in the 21st century, we will 
turn a new page and allow a top-tier predator to restore balance to our 
high-altitude ecosystems.
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Shape-shifters shift
in a glint of  light
one moment there’s 
a familiar face,
the next 
a change 
takes place.
Flashing teeth
glowing eyes
ears laid back 
on stiff  gray fur—
a wolf
for an instant
a character 
hidden with care
the heart of
a soul
laid bare.

Wolface
By Joyce wilson

One Woman’s Story | Ann Root
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The high plain south of  the cul-de-sac
breathes bison breath each time
I walk down to the end and back.
Their spirits linger, munching their way
to the creek that flows
a mile or so to the west.

It’s a place of  peace
where even the roar of  tires
flailing a concrete artery 
over the nearest rise doesn’t drown
snorts as the imagined beasts
crunch the late summer grass.

It’s years and years since they were here 
but nothing has yet been built 
on that bit of  open space
where their essence hovers
over the land. I’m glad
there’s a fence by the road.

Bison Breath
By Joyce wilson

The Herd | Kathy Simpson
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I would become anything for you
The skin that sheathes the heart doesn’t concern, I don’t attach, it can be 
fragile like petals of  a honeysuckle, or timeless like sand, defying as iron, 
hard and cold, warm and easy, simple and complex

Many songs, any songs, I’ve sung in your chambers to entertain the gods 
with this divine circus
of  soul, celebration, self, and solstice
We’ve seen the magnificence of  human kind 
Creating together
Wood and stone
Dirt and rock
Steel and technology
Connecting the circuits
Each a conduit of  something greater

Inside the seed is the flower 
Some can see the latter
The form preformulated in a land of  the mind
In the realm of  the astro heavens
A flower of  infinite source
A torus field of  a crystalline layline
Drawing, pulling, singing softly or beating drums 
Awakening
The soldier of  the soul 
The healer of  the heart 
The eyes of  the spirit 
The ears of  the poet
The tears of  the proud
And the great confounding of  the wise

The Tank
The watcher of  the valley from the top of  the hill
nested in the highest mountains
Awaiting one and all
A grand miracle of  great hope
Cabled mechanics of  sound, reverb, metal, and rope
The instrument of  many songs and many hands
many souls, many hearts, many voices, and many lands

Any Sounds
By sAmAnthA liGhtshAde wAde
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Remember when we were just kids,
when all we were concerned about was the color of
our backpacks? If  we had enough notebooks or
the type of  mechanical pencils with the twist erasers?
When field trips made it hard to sleep at night,
and we always missed part of  a lesson in math class
because recess was such a sweet daydream? 

Remember the way the first day of  school smelled?
Like fresh cut grass, the dew evaporating in the August morning sun,
plastic wrap peeling back from packets of  graph paper,
hand sanitizer and a freshly mopped cafeteria floor,
pre-chewed wooden pencils and unopened glue sticks.
Scissors with blades not yet sticking together,
highlighters without blackened tips,
crayons still flaunting their jackets.

Remember when that smell was all we craved?
All we needed
to know that life was good?

Now we just can’t sleep.
Pencils are lost at the bottom of  the bags discarded
in the corner. The scissor blades
stick to our skin and we don’t even go to math anymore.
Catch us in the bathroom, inhaling each other’s exhaust
and breathing it out like it means something. 
We walk into school and smell each other’s desperation
and act like the deodorant and cheap perfume
are enough to cover it up. 
We wake up and sometimes,
we can still smell that first day of  school.
The dew kisses the soles of  our shoes and
we watch it die on the bus steps. 
The August sun isn’t as warm as it used to be. 

We put our palms to the window
and wish with everything we still have
that it was.

Craving More
By ellAinA Powers
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Sometimes, when the nights get to be too dark
& even keeping my feet under the covers
doesn’t make the demons go away,
I like to imagine my angel coming in through my window.

The moon would make her hair glow,
giving her that halo. She would walk up to me on 
light feet, a small, loving smile playing on her lips.
She’d sit on the edge of  my bed and
put both her hands on either side of  my face and
wipe the tears away with her thumb.
Her skin would be so, so soft, and I’d melt into her touch.

She’d quietly tell me to keep my eyes open,
to look at her, and I would. She’d lean in close and
her smile would grow, 
the petals of  understanding blooming in the night
and she’d say
you have such kind eyes
for somebody who harbors so much pain behind them.
And then she’d kiss me on the forehead
and I would smell the hint of  vanilla and mint on her breath
and I’d try so hard not to cry;
I wouldn’t want the salt from my body to 
dry in her hair, for it to make the strands so stiff
she’d have to break the cast later,
wouldn’t want to ruin that halo.

But when the sobs press so hard from behind my ribs
and my throat cracks wide open,
she’d cradle me in her arms and rock me,
she’d tell me I’ve done a great job so far
and that she’s proud of  me,
that she sees how I show up every day,
even if  it’s only for a moment.

444
By ellAinA Powers
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Some kids wrap sticky fingers up with yours and smudge your glasses. 
Some kids long for a few more pages, one more chapter, read aloud. 
Some kids bring you another drawing of  a cat.
Some kids cozy up with a fuzzy baby blanket and their finger hooked in 
their mouth.
Some kids crawl around picking up in their mouth what was left behind to 
deposit in your hand. 
Some kids decide that rolling is preferable to crawling.
Some kids fly through the house for a popsicle and disappear for the rest of  
the afternoon. 
Some kids miss the ice on their fancy pogo sticks.
Some kids win $800 for four ducks at the fair.  
Some kids flash a million dollar smile.
Some kids insert Legos into the VCR.
Some kids creep into your room in the night—“Nothing’s wrong but—”
Some kids never want to leave.
Some kids can’t wait to go.
Some kids felt like a soul tie from the womb. 
Some kids always felt a little beyond your grasp.

Some Kids
By Julie noyes

A moment is all you need, love. 
One moment to know
you are here,
you are okay,
you are loved,
you are wanted,
you are beautiful,
that you are. 

And then I’d wake up the next morning and see
the imprints of  wings shining in the sun on my bedroom wall,
and I’d get up out of  bed
and I’d try again.
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Ready, willing
Or not,
I was enriched:
As a reader I have 
Created a book
Along with the writer.
Although the writer 
Was the river,
I was the shore.
Where is the river
Without a shore?

The flow of  thin pages
Was a mountain brook,
Feeding the river.
And I have read those pages,
And I have lived between
Enigmatic and short chapters.
And I, the reader, 
Have become the writer –
And the shiny surface
Of  the river, 
Has become my paper,
And the rain was my ink.
The elegant reeds were my pen.
Such was the delight 
With me encountering 
The hidden treasures of  the words.
I hide my comfort in the river,
I immerse into water and get to know it anew.
Hold me down, I ask the river,
Hold me up and let me feel your 
Coolness with the depth
Of  my muddy shore.

A Writer
By Nijolė RasmusseN
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I don’t know why I need to share this, 
in what seems years of  unending posturing: 
lack of  virus tests for weeks, then months 
and months, AK-47’s liberating open 
state capitol steps, denial as belief.

Once, on a sidewalk in San Francisco,
something up the street caught my eye, 
a minor earthquake in motion. 

Blocks away, cars, parking meters, people
walking, or standing like a friend and I
on the sidewalk, buildings on either side 
of  Mission Street lifting in a ripple 
of  ground coming toward us. 

It was like watching an ocean swell 
roll in, a traveling hump of  asphalt, 
cement suddenly pliable as a rubber 
garden hose, leaving car alarms 
in its wake, yet nothing broken. 

When it reached us, the bulge lifted 
the sidewalk under our feet, maybe ten inches, 
no more than that, and dropped us 
with a casual thump, before rolling on 
toward the bay.

What’s Constant
By JosePh hArdy

For once I understood the 
Perspective of  water.
Its wetness reminds me 
Of  the dryness in my throat.
I am grateful to you, the writer,
For I was able to become a reader
Of  my wonderful dreams 
And the journey has
Promised to carry me 
To the ocean.
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Maybe we don’t have to make government 
so small we can drown it in a bathtub.

Maybe we can just weaken it enough 
to drown in a bathtub, or corrupt enough 

to drown the people 
who depend on it. 

Hold them under, one at a time, and ask 
those who won’t help, to wait their turn. 

Maybe Grover Had it Wrong
By JosePh hArdy

     of  covid-19 are late, midnight or a little later going to bed, nine thirty 
or closer to ten to wake. It’s easier to drift in the soft expanse of  sleep than 
begin the same day again inside the house.

Other days, I’m pulled from bed as if  by internal hook, a task required for 
living, a shopping run for others, something; but I miss the hours occupied 
by helping kids to read.

Surely, we’ll build new habits, busy as ants between tight windows of  an ant 
farm. The order of  our lives, disturbed as it is today, will return. Even the 
connections I miss should be solved when we get a new dog. 

Our New Hours
By JosePh hArdy
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For a while, Mars was a popular vacation destination. Everyone wanted 
to go. Because it took so long to get there, trips had to be booked well 
in advance, work schedules cleared, household arrangements made—the 
care of  pets and plants organized. It was no easy feat, but the prospect of  
visiting the Red Planet was so exciting that those fortunate enough to take 
the trip conducted these tasks with a smile. Once all the preparations had 
been made, bon voyage parties, backyard barbecues, and going-away get-
togethers were thrown. 

Not everyone could travel to Mars. The airfare was expensive, and there 
was a two-to-three-year waiting list. Those that stayed behind on planet 
Earth made do with trips to the zoo or campouts in their own backyards. 
In one such backyard, a young girl sat cross-legged on the grass with her 
dog. She put her arm around her hound and gazed up at a tiny, red glowing 
dot in the black night sky that was the planet Mars. She heaved a sigh and 
lay on the grass, her arms behind her head. Her dog lay next to her, resting 
his head on her arm. She could feel his wet nose and warm breath, and she 
smiled.

“It is nice to see you smile,” her dog said, lifting his head to look at her.

“Your whiskers tickled,” she said, her eyes still fixed on Mars.

Her dog lay back down and closed his eyes. The girl continued to gaze 
up at the Red Planet. 

The dog opened one eye and said, “Want to play fetch?”

“No,” she replied. “I want to look at Mars.”

“What does Mars have that we don’t have on Earth?” the dog asked.

“I don’t know,” she said. “I just want to see it.”

The dog fell asleep pressed against her side. Harrumph was the last 
thing he said as he drifted into dreams of  chasing squirrels and cats and 
digging deep holes in soft earth. The pressure and warmth of  his body was 
pleasantly comforting, and the girl soon fell asleep—her face still turned in 
the direction of  Mars. 

As she slept, she dreamed she was on the Red Planet. She walked trails 
that bordered red canyons and stared at her reflection in the water of  a vast 
red lake. She looked up and was thrilled to see two suns in the sky—two 
brilliant, burning diamonds of  light. It was a beautiful place. She woke to 

A Dog, His Girl, and Mars
By wood reede
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the sensation of  the dog nudging her with his nose.

“It’s late,” he growled. “You need to go to bed.”

“I had a dream that I went to Mars,” she said, crawling into the 
backyard tent and into her sleeping bag. “It was beautiful.”

Harrumph was all the dog said. He turned once, twice, and then settled 
into a compact ball next to the girl. The girl lay on her side, put her arm 
around her canine friend, and fell back asleep.

The next day, the girl and the dog went to the planetarium. They sat 
side by side in the dark and watched the show of  planets and stars and 
meteors. The dog was interested, but as a rule he preferred to nap, so after 
a few minutes, he was fast asleep—his nose pointed in the direction of  
his girl. The girl watched the entire show with fascination and stayed for 
a second presentation. When it was over, her desire to travel to the Red 
Planet was all she could think about. 

That night her dreams took her back to Mars. This time she walked the 
trails of  a red jungle. The two suns gently warmed her skin as silver-leafed 
shrubs and golden grasses shone and swayed in the brilliant light. Tiny 
fireflies flew about, their bodies pulsing electric blue and green and gold. 
A warm breeze blew, and the girl hugged herself  and then turned a full 
circle, her arms outstretched. In the morning, she told the dog all about her 
dream.

“It is the most beautiful place,” she said. “I have to go.”

“Wouldn’t you rather take walks around the neighborhood and dig a 
hole or two?” he replied.

“I can do those things on Mars,” she said.

“It won’t be the same,” her dog replied. 

The following week, the girl was invited to travel to Mars with a friend 
from school. It was very last-minute, and preparations had to be made 
quickly. Her dog anxiously watched as she packed her bags and made 
arrangements with her family. He followed her everywhere and rarely slept. 

“How long will you be gone?” he asked, nervously scratching his side 
with his hind leg.

“I’m not sure,” she said. “It takes weeks to get there.”

“I should go with you,” he said.

“I wish you could come, but dogs are not allowed,” she said, pausing to 
rub his head. 
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“When will you return?” he asked, shaking his head so hard his ears 
flopped back and forth.

“I don’t know,” she said. “It won’t be long; I’m sure I’ll be back before 
you know it.”

“Maybe you shouldn’t go,” he said. 

“Why not?” she replied.

“Who will look after you?” 

“I can look after myself,” she said, placing more clothes into her 
suitcase.

“I don’t think this is a good idea,” he said, lying flat on the floor in the 
middle of  her room.

“It is a good idea, a very good idea,” she said, as she closed her bag and 
stepped over him.

The next day, the girl was gone. The dog worried and fretted; he 
scratched and shook his ears. Nothing seemed right or centered. The world 
felt upside down and sideways all at the same time. A week passed and he 
could not sleep. Every time he curled up and settled his head, thoughts of  
his girl overwhelmed him. Two weeks passed and he couldn’t eat—which 
for a dog is quite serious. A month passed and he could feel his heart break 
into two pieces, and then into four, and then eight, and so on until his heart 
had broken into a million pieces. He no longer dreamed of  chasing squirrels 
or cats or digging holes in soft earth. He could only think about his girl 
and his broken heart. He spent his days in her room, resting on her bed, 
inhaling her scent, slowly deflating like a balloon losing its air.

Mars was as beautiful in waking life as it had been in the girl’s dreams. 
She hiked trails that bordered red canyons, gazed up at the two suns, and 
swam in crystal-clear lakes with red sand shores. She studied insects that 
seemed to vibrate with electric color, plant life that shimmered silver and 
gold. She hiked to the top of  the tallest red mountain and explored the 
depths of  the deepest red cave. It was everything she had hoped it would 
be but, even so, she couldn’t help but feel a little sad. Nothing seemed quite 
right or centered. The world felt a little upside down and a little sideways, 
and she didn’t know why. The girl had trouble sleeping, and then she 
couldn’t eat. When she could feel her heart break, just a little, she realized 
she missed her dog more than she knew she ever could. The more she 
thought about it, the more she was convinced that he needed her as much 
as she needed him. She began preparations to return to Earth immediately.
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By the time the girl returned, the dog was almost completely deflated. 
She could just make him out on the top of  her bed. When the dog realized 
she had come back, his flattened tail thumped against the bed. 

“I missed you,” he said, inflating a little bit.

“I missed you too,” the girl replied.

“I am glad you are home.”

“I’m glad I’m home too.”

“Was Mars beautiful?” he asked, his form taking more shape—filling 
out at the edges.

“Yes, Mars was very beautiful,” she replied.

“Was it everything you had hoped?” he asked.

“It was mysterious and fantastic, but something was missing,” she said.

“That’s too bad,” he said, filling out a little more. “What was missing?”

“It didn’t have you,” she said, with a smile so full of  love that all the 
pieces of  the dog’s heart merged into one again. 

The dog was so overwhelmed that he didn’t know what to say, though 
his tail thumped out of  control.

“I am very tired,” the girl sighed.

“So am I,” the dog replied.

The girl lay on her side, put her arm around her canine friend, and in 
less than two minutes fell deep asleep. The dog, now almost his former size 
and shape, smiled and stretched; he turned once, twice, and settled himself  
into a compact ball next to the girl—and for the first time in a long while, 
he dreamed of  chasing squirrels and cats and digging deep holes in soft 
earth.

Right - Yellow Tree | James Caldwell
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Pelicans at Stagecoach | Suzy Pattillo

Singing Birds | Christina Payton

Left - Bradley Afternoon Butterfly | Steve Cochrane
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Rugged Terrain to Beauty | Amanda McDermott

Fly By | Kathy Simpson

Right - 2020 a Year of  ... | Ashley Smith
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Ospery | Barbara Urbanik

Swan Lake Practice | Kathy Simpson

Left - Rat Race | Ann Root
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Off-Owl | Melanie Kilpatrick
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The baby was dirty and sleeping. Out in the darkness nothing moved 
and the wind did not move. He sat, legs crossed in his trousers, watching 
the fire. The man next to him held the small child on his lap. They had 
traveled far that day and all were tired. The two men slumped in their dirty 
clothes.

In her sleep the child made a sound like weeping. A sound a mother 
might understand. Or maybe some ancient god, but a mystery to both men. 
The other man rose with the child. Joints popping like dry pine. Blanket 
over his shoulder, his heavy shoes crunched away in the darkness. He laid 
the child in the car to sleep and did not return to the fire. 

Above in the sky there were clouds and no stars. The overcast creating 
a kind of  hush. He warmed his hands against the fire. That obscene thing 
before him, arrogant and ablaze in all the darkness of  the world. A cousin 
to that thing stolen from the gods before time began. His face lit like a 
funhouse. Thoughts passed through him. Snatches of  what he’d lost. Given 
up. Everything he quit too easily. He thought of  trout flickering like nickels. 
How they moved in the stream that one happy summer. He shook his head 
against being sentimental. He sat in his coat. After some time, in the east, 
the sun began. 

“How far do you suspect we’ll get today?” 

“Far as we can get.”

“We don’t have anything to feed it,” the other man said, clapping and 
blowing his hands. Dust on his coat from wherever he spent the night. 
Faint liquor breath.

“There’s some sweet milk in the car. And cheese from those crackers. 
Feed her that.”

“It can’t hardly eat it. It ain’t got many teeth.”

“Well, that’s all there is.”

He cracked the car window from the smell of  woodsmoke and sweat. 
The road cut through runty cornfields shadowed by gray silos covered 
in a derelict patina. They drove past roadside buildings that were once 
restaurants then gas stations then porno shops and then finally boarded up 
and nothing. Blurred, slumping houses of  no color, windowless and slowly 
returning to the earth. There were glimpses of  trailer parks behind rotten 

Sawgrass
By Jon fotch
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trees where skinny dogs were limping and a-prowl. Sniffing in the dust for 
anything living or dead. Dogs with tired, wet eyes that belong to the streets 
of  bombed-out cities.

In the backseat the baby smelled of  its own filth. Diapers had run out. 
The man had wrapped her in a T-shirt, knotting the arms around the front 
to create something that might stay on. 

“When we get there, you’re gonna explain it. The condition of  her.” 

“That’s what you keep telling me,” the other one said, picking absently 
at his teeth.

“You have to. They won’t take me explaining it. It won’t hold.”

“Maybe you should’ve thought of  that before.”

“I thought of  it plenty. Why do you think you’re here?”

The other man’s eyes drifted. “When I was a boy, my daddy told me 
I had to work to get a stick in this world. He believed it. He’d tell me that 
when he’d whoop me. He’d say I was lazy, but I never did nothing to prove 
I was lazy. I might be lazy. But no one ever helped me neither. That’s the 
way of  this world. No one helps no one. Everyone is out for theirs. Tell you 
the truth, I can’t think of  nothing I even want no more.”

He took up the child now. Her skin taken a pallor of  ash. Eyes blue as 
propane. Head rolling with arms and legs that seemed under the control of  
some other spirit. 

Howl of  the window down. He raised his voice.

“What are we makin’?” 

“Enough. You know how much anyway. I told you. Put her down in the 
back.”

A thick snail of  green came from the baby’s nose. He pinched it from 
the child’s face and wiped it between his legs on the seat. 

“I swear Jesus I can’t take this anymore. Just let me put it out the 
window. Past this next town. Then we can go our own ways. You ain’t tied 
to it legally. The buzzards will take it before anyone knows. I won’t say 
nothin’.”

“Don’t talk about putting her out,” the other man said flatly. The dash 
lights shone on them warm and votive. 

He lifted the child toward the open window. The sky was the color of  
steel that hard, honest men were once proud of  making. The passing trees a 
deep green forgotten by every book ever written, holding their color out of  
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ancient pride or spite. The child began to cry. The road passing under them.

“I just want you to say how much, that’s all,” the second man said over 
the wind. “I went along with this. All the way from the beginning.” 

The man held the wheel with one hand and slipped the pistol from his 
coat pocket with the other. He touched the muzzle to the other man’s eye. 

“I already told you. Now, put her down in the back or I promise god I’ll 
kill you.”

The other man bit his lips and put the child down. They drove on 
for some time in a silence that only comes after a threat has been settled. 
Finally, the trees darkened and became something else entirely as the sun 
sank behind them. 

He felt it start to happen on a two-lane blacktop just outside of  town. 
The road beaten uneven and potholed by years of  heavy trucks and cement 
mixers and all the other things the king of  hell made up to ruin paradise. 

It started to give way in the back. A sickening fissure in the earth that 
had finally caught up to them. The child had been quiet for hours. Quiet so 
long they both knew it, but wouldn’t say it. The car began to swerve. The 
other man beside him instantly lunged for the wheel. He tried to say, “Don’t 
hit the brake…” but it was too late. A sick crunch from the rear like bone 
giving. He thought for a moment he saw one of  their own wheels roll past. 
Free and happy to be rid of  the trouble. The windshield turned carnival ride 
sky, earth, sky. Then at once the world was black.

Now the smell of  smoke and rubber. Hot metal. His mouth the taste 
of  iron and thick wet. After a moment he lifted himself  out of  the grass. 
He pulled at the stickers in his hair. Just above the grass he saw the other 
man lying beaten out of  shape. Like a toy taken after by a wet-mouthed 
dog. Like a flat frog lying blind as Moses in a patch of  wild daisies.

He could not see the car or the child, if  there ever were such things. 
He touched his face. Numb like he slept on it wrong. He lay back down. 
In time the sounds of  the world began. Coming from somewhere far away 
or close, it didn’t matter. A plane passing high above. Or a truck on the 
highway running all the hopeless miles of  creation. Maybe it was the sound 
of  the sawgrass that grows in spite of  nothing, swaying by the road free and 
green as god’s own eyes. It could be the trees beside the road had begun to 
sing. Like a choir of  bells. Those ones left standing, spared the clear-cut by 
virtue of  being born in just the right place. Far enough away. But not too 
far. 
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It’s all about me —
  What a selfish thing to say,
When we married
  So long ago,
I was so happy and felt so loved
  I belonged to you and you to me.

But now,
You’ve left me, but you haven’t really,
  But yes, you have —
I’m all alone without you ….
Alone in my heart, alone in our home.

We never meant for this to happen,
  We don’t know why it did….
But it’s all about me now,
  What do I do without you!

Sometimes late at night, I sit up in bed —
  Scared to sleep because of  the sounds I hear,
I hear sounds, imaginary or not, and in my mind
  They are so real, so scary……
And there is no one to hold me, hug me
  No one to listen to my fears, to reassure me
To tell me “It’s OK” —
  It’s all about me!
And me missing you.

Alzheimer’s and Ron
By lois stoffle
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When he died, they saw the sun
gobbling the stars when it coursed
the sky, and when he died the sun
cast away the darkness, so full
of  its demons, its crocodiles.

in the story of  the living, he built
a temple wherein the gods gathered,
washed and anointed him, gave him
a new name, and made him
king of  all gods, a builder, a man.

I seek inspiration from the fake
raspberry-jam sandwich cookie
I’m eating on this moonless night.
Soiled in living, I hesitate before
hammers, bricks, and nails.

Cosmogonies
By JAred PeArce

I never took the class for Writing in Nature,
with its long-distance trips to the oldest trees
and scorched mountains; the students jotting
their reflections and impressions. I was moving

Furniture to pay the bills. I was married; I had
two children. When I climbed the mountain
I carried them and when I found a tree I had to ask
my wife to tell me its name and function,

so I could jot down my reflections and impressions.
When the class returned and showed and read
their brushed-up lines they’d felt in canyon streams
and heard in a hush of  pine needles, they fit
exactly my tries, the oil from that truck of  bookcases
soaked into my jeans, my fingers stiff  with slivers.

Class
By JAred PeArce
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My mind is migratory
Thoughts gathering for flight
Not from one known place
To another, predestined
But from mystery
To fantasy through darkness
Fearless, it travels from world to world
Unexplored, unimagined
And arrives, the whole flock
Settling for a week, a month
Two, and then is on its way again
Inspired

Migration
By AlAn cohen

Channeling all my nativeness I chuck the hammer
like a hatchet which snaps the rabbit’s backbone so
it claws its way south for a shrub to get out the striking
sun, but only its top half  can run.

It gasps on the front concrete where its eye struck
home like glass, like a crystal lake, inverted and frozen, a daub
of  mud at the dregs. Summer sinks west. I plant the varmint
at the apple’s base both good and evil.
  
All my legs were in order; I handled the shovel, nudged
its nose. It died its worthless life, sniffing on joys
to wriggle one hole to the next. It died without
a sound, but his bipedal scramble to escape
me, tearing at the grasses, the unforgiving weight of  himself
he dragged, gave some pain and some meaning.

Hammer
By JAred PeArce
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Two faced, the pansies
Must be planted after the last frost
Each spring; adorn then
Until first winter frost
Parenthetical and lovely
And insouciant, even
In late October, in a flower box
On a city street beneath a cherry 
Ruffled by wind

Parenthetical
By AlAn cohen

What does a person come to believe
About the life he lives?
What say in a diary
To a friend and what leave out?

Include or omit the pain
Loss, fights, anger, boredom?
Describe the weather, travel
Workday, reading, senses

No word or monograph can tell
What is pertinent of  consciousness
No one knows who or what or why he is
What others want or need to know

Each tells, almost at random
A wondrous improbable tale

No One Knows
By AlAn cohen
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       “What has been is what will be, and what has been done is what will be done...” 
Some days are as repeating as a song’s chorus, 
Some days come like an adventure with unexpected occurrences. 
Some days go with the flow with everything feeling “just right,” 
Some days are the too-cold stew Goldilocks spat out with bitter taste. 
Some days pass like a brilliant flash of  lightning, 
Some days you only hear the thunder boom. 
Some days every time you look at the clock it ticks slower, 
Some days pass before you have time to appreciate them. 
Some days the joy carries you through the waiting, 
Some days the depression holds you back from the experience. 
Some days laughter catches faster than COVID, 
Some days drown you in a river of  tears. 
Some days the fires burn to your soul, 
Some days the smoke clears for a glorious sunset. 
Some days the sunshine penetrates to your inner darkness, 
Some days that darkness blots out even the light around you. 
Some days people are treated as a necessity, 
Some days the objects become obstacles to true connection. 
Some days the affairs of  business overtake personal values, 
Some days work is discarded for the seductive delicacies of  play. 
Some days the roller coaster of  your thoughts carries you from reality, 
Some days you can’t think your way out of  a plastic bag. 
Some days nothing is more exciting than grass growing, 
Some days there are too many billboards on the highway for the point to 
get across. 
Some days one idea sticks with you like a tick, 
Some days your revelations could fill the Grand Canyon. 
Some days the heart thinks more than the brain, 
Some days the consideration takes too long for the purchase to take place. 
Some days are the building off  a foundation already laid, 
Some days are made up of  mismatched little moments. 
Some days every moment is buried as secret treasure, 
Some days bring a moment that is relived a thousand times. 
       “...there is nothing new under the sun.”  --Ecclesiastes 1:9 NRSV 

The Passage 
By AnnA shAnks
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for my sanity
I sometimes
pull off  a paved road
to a dirt road
go a while
+ pull onto a two-track
+ follow it to the end
or until I get sick of  driving
get out
+ start walking
to an arroyo
somewhere
+ follow that
up the sandy bottom
climbing slickrock cliffs
no other humans
just the occasional deer track
or coyote or cat
+ go until
tired + find
a shady granite overhang
to sit under
+ listen to wind
cooling my sweat
+ stay there
watching trees + clouds
breathing sage juniper pine
+ look for Dillard bugs
maybe nap
+ attract buzzards
or a hawk
+ fill myself
with gracias
w/these moments
away

Windy Gulch
By John yohe
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Dead and discarded, my mainspring unwound
But at your arm’s reach I was self-winding
Forsaken ‘neath the leaves, brittle and browned
But my scent hound, your talent is finding

You bring my heart of  thorns into flower
Uncover cairns of  memories that were lost
Build of  your compliments a verdant bower
Nor let my temper cover you in frost

Our hearts riveted together seamlessly
Leader and follower exchange as geese
One hundred yard stares looking out dreamlessly
As only by migration we increase

Tiger and deer drink at one pool in drought
The flame within consumes the flame without

You Are Missing from Me
By JAnine rinker

Normandy American Cemetery | James Caldwell
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The house across the street from ours had been abandoned for many 
years and was now falling apart. The roof  was collapsing, the front door 
hardly standing, the back door was jammed, and many windows were 
shuttered. The vegetation grew wild and unchecked; the vines took hold of  
the house like tentacles of  a giant octopus. 

The woman who used to live there, Mrs. Green, was a widow who died 
many years ago. Nobody ever moved into the house after she passed away.

We knew there must have been an owner, perhaps someone living 
out of  town, but for some reason, he never showed up to take care of  the 
place, and the “For Sale” sign never appeared. The neighbors would take 
turns mowing the yard and cleaning some of  the overgrown vegetation to 
minimize the unsightly look of  the neglected property. One woman said she 
saw a homeless man enter the house from a broken window. She said that 
the house must have been full of  critters; possums and raccoons, maybe 
even rats and snakes. The city’s authorities were informed of  the dilapidated 
conditions of  the house, and they came to inspect it. A court day was set 
for the mysterious owner to show up and take responsibility, or else the 
house would be condemned by the city and torn down.

My husband, Nick, had a few chats with Mrs. Green when she was still 
alive. He felt a sense of  kinship toward her, and decided to check the inside 
of  the house before its unavoidable final demise. He hoped to rescue family 
photos and items that could have been of  sentimental value, in case any 
relatives ever showed up. I was concerned that the house would collapse 
during his inspection and advised him against it, to no avail. 

“You won’t believe what I found inside!” he said, all sweaty and 
excited when he returned home carrying a bag full of  photos, framed and 
unframed. “There is a marble tombstone with the name Julius Green carved 
on it, U.S. Army, World War Two, March 14, 1914 to August 18, 1968. He 
was Mrs. Green’s late husband, a World War Two veteran! It looks like Mrs. 
Green never found a way to take the tombstone to the cemetery where he 
was buried. Most likely she had no help and no family around to take care 
of  it.” 

I looked at the dusty family photos and wondered what had happened 
to those people. Some were children, some young adults, some looked like 
grandparents. There were graduation photos, formal photos, photos of  a 
family having an outdoor party, photos of  an older, well-dressed woman 

Forgotten
By fABriziA fAustinellA
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with star earrings and a fancy hairstyle. How was it possible that everybody 
had disappeared? Where were they? While I was wiping the photos with 
a wet rag, Nick went on to say how sad it was that Mr. Julius Green could 
be forgotten like that. Nick felt the only honorable next step for him was 
to retrieve the heavy tombstone, take it upon himself  to bring it to the 
cemetery, and finally place it where it rightfully belonged. A World War 
veteran definitely deserved to be remembered and have a proper tomb 
marker. 

Of  course, Nick had to do some research. He had to figure out 
where exactly Mr. Green had been buried. Thanks to a number of  online 
state, military, and census records, Nick came to find out that Mr. Green, 
for some reason, hadn’t been buried next to his wife, but in a different 
cemetery, the Josserand Memorial Cemetery in Trinity County, Texas, along 
with the rest of  the Green family.  

Josserand was founded in 1882 by two entrepreneurs, Peter and Frank 
Josserand, who developed a logging industry and established a sawmill in 
the community. At that time, Josserand had 550 residents, as well as schools, 
a post office, and two churches. In 1909, the sawmill ceased operations. It 
turns out that several of  Mr. Green’s relatives, like many other members of  
the local Black community, were employed at the sawmill and even lost a 
few fingers while cutting wood. His father, Julius Green Sr., and three of  his 
uncles were World War I veterans. 

One day, Nick went on his mission to the abandoned house across 
the street. He pried loose the lock and latch of  the metal gate in front of  
the back door, and then unjammed the door. He reemerged a while later 
with the heavy gray tombstone on a wheelbarrow. He deposited it in our 
backyard against the garage wall, and pointed at a few dark stains that he 
planned to clean with the proper products. He wanted the tombstone to be 
immaculate. 

Once the tombstone, now clean and shiny, passed Nick’s inspection, it 
was time to plan our trip to the Cemetery. On a Sunday morning, I packed 
drinks and food. Nick loaded the truck with all the tools necessary to do 
the job: shovel, level, a ground tamper, sand, gravel, planks, buckets, and the 
wheelbarrow. 

It was April and very hot already, mainly under the sun, so I decided 
to bring a large UV umbrella. I cut some flowers from our backyard, white 
oleanders, daisies, and red amaryllis, and placed them in a large vase. I took 
a yellow votive candle from the house. We would light it after the job was 
done. We were planning a small ceremony with prayers and even sprinkles 
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of  holy water from the Sanctuaries of  Fatima and the Black Virgin of  Costa 
Rica. 

The cemetery was located in the woods. Along the dusty dirt road that 
led there were a few homes, falling apart and unkept. As of  the last census, 
Josserand had a population of  29. In a gravel parking lot, there was a trailer 
with “Church” written on it. A few people were sitting outside on metal 
chairs under the sun, waiting for the service to start. The old church, a 
small, discolored wooden building, was closed up and no longer in use. It 
felt surreal that, not too far from a major metropolis, there could be a place 
so seemingly isolated and in a state of  total abandonment. Even the sign 
above the cemetery entrance had fallen apart. Two wooden planks, crossing 
one another, read “serand” and “Memorial.”

 Nick unloaded all the tools from the back of  the truck, but there was 
a problem: Mr. Green’s tomb did not have any marker at all. If  there was 
a wooden one, it must have gone, maybe destroyed over the years by the 
elements. More than a half  a century had gone by since the burial, after all. 
But Nick had done his research well and knew where Mr. Green’s relatives, 
his father, his mother, his grandmother, and his uncle were buried. So he 
guessed that Mr. Green must have been buried next to his father’s tomb, 
and started to dig a few feet away from it, where there seemed to be a likely 
resting place. After much digging and sweating, somewhat alleviated by 
the sun umbrella, Nick reached the top of  a coffin. That must have been 
Mr. Green’s casket. I was impressed by the precision of  his calculation 
and relieved he was able to find it. Without a marker, nobody would have 
known, nor would ever know, that somebody was buried there, although we 
were not even sure Mr. Green had anybody at all interested in visiting his 
grave. 

While Nick was laying the foundation for the tombstone, I walked in 
the cemetery and wondered how many more unmarked graves there must 
have been there. How many more people were lying under my feet, long 
forgotten? Many grave markers were severely corroded. Many had fallen 
down, lying flat on the ground or leaning on a side. I saw faded plastic 
flowers on a few small, unnamed graves, maybe the burial sites of  children. 
An act of  piety from an anonymous visitor. 

It was an old cemetery. I was able to recognize some dates going back 
to the late 1800s and early 1900s. So many forgotten people, left behind by 
history, literally swallowed by earth, dust on dust, nothing left to remember 
them by, not even their names. The world moved on, oblivious of  their 
existence, as if  they had never lived, as if  their lives did not matter in the 
least. 
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***

Nick had finally completed the job. The headstone was now in the 
ground, solid, unmovable, hopefully planted forever. I placed the flowers 
in front of  the shiny headstone and lit the votive candle. We recited prayers 
for Mr. Green, and concluded our ceremony with a heartfelt “Amen” while 
sprinkling the holy waters. 

On our way back home, I found myself  thinking that nearly all the 
people who ever lived are now completely forgotten. 

When a person dies, their immediate family and friends grieve and feel 
a sense of  loss, but even that dissipates with time. After a generation or two, 
no one has a personal recollection of  the deceased. How many people can 
remember their great-grandparents, or even know their names? For many 
people, the gravestone or a mention in some archival documents is the only 
vestige that they ever existed.

But the problem to me wasn’t that most people were forgotten shortly 
after they died, although this too felt sad. What disturbed me was the idea 
of  being forgotten when we are still alive, becoming obsolete and irrelevant, 
fading away before passing away. Many stories came to mind, like one about 
an old man who died of  natural causes and was found dead weeks later, 
decomposed, in his apartment. Nobody ever missed him. 

I thought of  all the people nobody is interested in, the people who 
live at the margins of  society, the people nobody gives a second thought 
about, the people who pick our fruits and vegetables in the fields and dry 
our coffee beans under the unforgiving sun, the people ravaged by war and 
disease, the elderly, the poor, the homeless, the children separated from 
their parents at the border, the children growing in foster homes, with no 
mothers and no fathers, the orphans, the untouchable, the outcast. They are 
alive but overlooked—ignored, unappreciated, unrecognized, lost. They are 
alive, but disregarded—still on this earth, but already forgotten.
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Changing of  the Guard | Janele Husband
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We parked on the valley rim
and stared down
at Vermillion Creek
a meandering gash
in the distant shadowed valley below
and knew getting there
would be a long, steep slog
around red granite pinnacles
past sandstone boulders
and through dangerously steep loose gravel.

Nothing looked familiar
nothing was the way I remembered it
but years had passed since I last attempted this visit
and
I too had changed
in more ways than I cared to contemplate.

We stumbled slid and struggled down
and then in
between narrow brown jagged walls.
The creek was surprisingly high
and our pathway along it
choked with growths
of  thick tamarisk
impenetrable tangled bushes
and knee-deep mud.

Finally we were forced to give it up:
wet
hemmed in
over-heated
we returned
up the same steep torturous slope
we had stumbled down.

A Trip into Vermillion Canyon
By dAvid morris
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I climb to the top
of  a prominent rocky point
high above a bend in the Green River
and remember with a jolt of  surprise
a years-ago distant day
when I stood exactly where I’m standing now
enjoying the same view
of  the roaring river far below.

That evening 
Henry Wielandt 
in chest-high waders
fished the Green’s rushing waters beneath me

and I stood awhile and watched him 
as
oblivious to my presence
he flicked his line up and out 
his dry fly dancing into the current.

I wonder 
as I stand here today
if  
this time around
he’s the one somewhere watching me.

A Recent Early October Evening 
Near Indian Crossing
By dAvid morris

Adventures like this have too often become
the story of  my life:

my intentions are generally good
but someway somehow

I end up in the wrong canyon.
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The sun had disappeared
behind red, boulder-strewn cliffs
and as the last dregs of  daylight faded away
an army of  frantic and fast night fliers
launched from hidden caves and crevices
to dip and dive
over and around us
in the deepening dark.

They searched
I assumed
for their usual insect dinner
but they were clearly curious about us as well:

as they rushed past they
gently but purposely
tap tap tapped
against our shoulders and chests.

Bats
By dAvid morris

A little past dawn
high on the sheer edge of  a juniper-clad cliff
I crawl out of  my sleeping bag 
and stare
at a landscape cloaked
in ghostly gray.

Off  to the east
the early morning sun
rises through smoke-tinged air
like a hellish eye
large and round 
and blood red bright. 

Fire Season on the Yampa Bench Road
By dAvid morris
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A large Turkey Vulture
rides the thermals above me 
across a cloudless sky.

She soars in tight circles 
then hovers
graceful
directly overhead

and I can almost feel
the weight of  her black shadow
as she flashes past.

Suddenly a second bird joins the first
then another
and finally there are four
all floating and spiraling and scoping me out
hoping
perhaps
that the afternoon meal 
will some way be on me.

I’m not much of  a fan of  carrion munchers
who is?

But I’ll offer this sliver of  admiration:

there is a touch of  elegance
in such confident
skillful
and effortless flight.

Out Near Godiva Rim
By dAvid morris
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Take pictures I told him
but don’t mess with the wild horses.

I had some trouble years ago
I explained
with a stallion up north of  Baggs—
he tried to pick a fight with me 
while showing off  for his girlfriends
and I tell you what
he made me feel 
damned uncomfortably threatened.

But the guy I was with 
he wouldn’t listen.

He whistled shrilly once 
and then again
and after his second blast
 
the whole gang came at us at a gallop.

We set off  at a gallop ourselves
in a determined race to get back to the truck

and me thinking:

I’ve been here before.

Along the Little Snake
By dAvid morris
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She burned her eyes to black searching
in words, in books,

But when the moon quickened
in the belly of  the forest

Her senses blossomed, eyes unblinded
to the subtleties of  night.

And then it was all dark 
knowledge, body knowledge,

Bones of  instinct laid bare
to the wisdom of  hunger unburied. 

Silent unfurling of  wings to hunt
a single beating heart.

Talons deep in oak, then
deep in flesh.

Then unsettling sleepers with her call,
her haunting midnight question:

Who? Who will join me
in this ritual of  sacred meat?

Who? Who will study
our future by the bones within?

The Secret Knowledge of  Owls
By Amy irish
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In that honeycomb of  Eden, 
a holy messenger grows.
From this nativity, its gold
growls and swarms.

Surrounding me. Landing.
A living skin of  yellow and black
and so many wings. Moving
and molding to my form, 

this body transmits a prayer,
a visitation of  blessed voice.
In the Seraphim language 
of  dance, their vibrations speak: 

Let us resurrect the sacred
garden, return the stolen fruit.
Lilac and hyacinth, persimmon
and plum. Join us in re-seeding

the Earth to its heavenly origin,
its Genesis. And I am filled
with an intimate knowledge
of  flowers, falling to my knees

in grief. Oh spirit, your sweet
memory of  nectar can never 
move the greedy, the unclean.
Then behold, we will sing

through you. And I am overcome
by the angel entering my mouth,
stung by the hum and buzz
of  its speech. Its language lingers 

when I awake—the taste like honey 
emerging from my lips, the wings
rising like a halo from my head,
flying from word to world.

The Heaven of  Hum and Buzz
By Amy irish
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The evening sky wears a half-moon
at the base of  her darkening throat,

A half-light that brightens moment
by moment as she grows more obscure, 

A half-heart inscribed with half  the words
of  a shining promise. Perhaps Querida/

Amiga or Ahora/y Siempre or even 
Fiel/Amor. But I can’t know for sure

Because that other half  hangs against
someone else’s skin, while mine goes bare.

Mi Querida
By Amy irish

Grand Canyon Storm | James Caldwell
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Get over it. 
We love you, but 
the fear you bear is too burdensome. 
We can not
give more 
to your ceaseless craving
for comfort. 
 
Get over it. 
You are weak; it wears 
away our caring, 
your solace-seeking 
ploys. 

Get over it. 
The relentless need, 
the plaintive whys. 
Your aggressive probing is 
a condition we cannot abide. 
 
Get over it.  
Too much time 
indulging your faith in 
inexhaustible friendship.
A greed 
we refuse to nurture.  
  
Get over it. 
Your unrelenting pain is too enormous. 
No more victims of  your sorrow, 
no more suckers in your game 
of  persistent unrest. 
 
Get over it. 
Your manufactured misery 
is wearisome. 
Our wellness compromised 
by your toxic take. 
 
Get over it. 
What right have you to more? 
You shove past boundaries. 
The whole world suffers grief. 
 
We’re over it. 
This madness must end.  
Mandatorily we move forward;
we have done what we can; 
get over us. 

Mad 
By AnitA withey
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Get over it.   
This ceaseless yearning need
drowns in a titanic
grief  without liberty.
Support drifts away,
eyes averted to protect itself.
I watch it go.

Get over it.
Quiet. 
Keep the distance, 
stay away.
Protect them from the sliding down, 
this steep slope of  illness that I own. 

Get over it. 
Stay silent.
Do not ask. 
Do not speak,
nor seek 
relief.
Protect them 
from the gaping wound
of  my own hardship.
 
Get over it. 
Joy, happiness 
a mystery
confined
in this transparent prison. 
Peace a distant mission.
 
Get over it. 
Fragility stalks
friends, fellowship, 
frustration with the burden. 
Protect my children 
from my weakness while 
preparing them for future doubt. 
 
Get over it. 
Bury this malignant mind
in a box of  solitude, 
secret, safe, 
someplace it cannot harm. 
 
This madness, 
must end.  
Stash sweet memories away.
Get over them.

I’m over it. 
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It wasn’t the first time we’d cut through the forbidden school yard; 
It wasn’t the first time we’d wandered past the imaginary “safe” boundary 
set by our parents, or
Traveled in a pair instead of  a group.  
It was the first time I learned the burden of  being female. 
We had packed for the trip.  Backpacks filled with provisions for 
exploration.
A thermos of  red Kool-Aid, cookies, maybe some fruit…I don’t remember 
exactly,
But every detail of  the moment we stopped our bikes for a corner snack 
has stayed with me.
On the corner of  Wallingford and Outer Drive, backpacks now empty of  
treasures, 
My innocence toppled out naked on the dirty sidewalk.
I sensed him before I saw him. 
A flicker of  unease swam in the sweet, red liquid of  my stomach.
Looking up, I saw a man approaching on a bike. 
Not menacing in any way, just staring in a way that made me feel wrong. 
His eyes held me for what felt like minutes as he rode past
Taking in every inch of  my legs, each curve of  my body.
Unable to bear the stare any longer, I pulled my backpack over my head to 
hide.
I don’t think Kathy even noticed anything. 
She probably wondered what the deal was with the backpack, 
But nine-year-olds are hard to rattle.
When I uncovered my face, the fear in my eyes kick started our ride home.
I just wanted away from there and not to feel… that … ever again.
We turned to start toward home and there he was.
He had circled the block and come up behind us. 
His hand slid across my shoulder leaving a trail of  alarm.
“Why did you cover your face? Don’t you think I know true beauty when I 
see it?”
The words dripped out with an ooze that coated me in shame.
I didn’t know why, I only knew that I didn’t like that feeling or that man.
I jerked my shoulder out from under his hand and pedaled fiercely away as 
he laughed.
Recalling the lessons of  stranger danger and 

The End of  the Kool-Aid Adventures
By sue sAmAnieGo
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Over the Edge | Ann Root

Years of  fear-fueled kidnapping scenarios, 
I did not want to go home…he would know where I lived!
We zigzagged purposefully at full speed to a schoolmate’s house, hid our 
bikes in the bushes.
Hearts pounding, panting with exertion and fright, 
We collapsed through the open door.
I never told my parents about him, but I never again broke the boundaries.
In fact, I never again rode my bike in that city.
I was never again just a ten-year-old girl 
On an afternoon bike adventure,
Free from care,
Drinking Kool-Aid from a flip-top thermos 
On a street corner in Detroit.
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University of  Notre Dame and then 
moved to Denver to recover. Her most 
recent work can be found in Stone Gathering 
(Danielle Dufy Press), Thought for Food 
(South Broadway Press), and her chapbook 
The Nature of  the Mother (Turkey Buzzard 
Press). Her new chapbook, Breathing Fire, 
won the 2020 Fledge Competition and will 
be released later this year by MiddleCreek 
Publishing. For more information go to 
amywrayirish.com.
melanie KilpatriCK of  Craig enjoys 
working with a variety of  media in her 
artistic adventures. She actively serves the 
Northwest Colorado Arts Council and is 
passionate about arts advocacy and building 
creative communities here in Northwest 
Colorado.
amanda mCdermott has worked for 
the Moffat County School District for 10 
years. She writes, “I own and operate a 
photography business in town and enjoy all 
types of  photography. If  you look closely, 
you will see there is a tiny little ant on the 
edge of  the blossom.”
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david morris of  Craig taught language 
arts for 35 years and is now affiliated 
with the CNCC Gateway Center. He has 
published three books of  poetry and has 
an unpublished novel. He tries his hand at 
a variety of  art forms and loves to let those 
creative juices flow.
Faith murray of  Rangely writes, “I 
took this picture of  a sunflower when I was 
walking on a dirt road behind CNCC.”
Julie noyes of  Rangely writes, 
“Sometimes I scratch lines on scrap paper. 
Sometimes they turn out OK. Sometimes 
they are just for me, and that’s enough.”
suzy pattillo is a multimedia artist and 
photographer who resides in Routt County, 
Colorado.
Christina payton has been a Craig-
based artist for over 30 years. Her mixed-
media piece Craig USA is featured on the 
front over of  this year’s Waving Hands. 
ellaina powers is a freshman at CNCC 
taking psychology classes. She writes, “I 
have continuously written poetry for the 
last five years, and the poems I submitted to 
Waving Hands are some of  my favorite ones 
that I wrote during quarantine in the spring 
of  2020. This summer I was published in 
the July edition of  Birdy, which is the largest 
art magazine in Denver.”
Nijolė RasmusseN notes that her poem 
“The Writer” “expresses my love of  reading 
and writing, and the unity between the 
writer and the reader.”
wood reede was recently a featured 
author in Quiet Lightening’s annual Poetry in 
Parks, 2020. Her flash fiction “Cemetery” 
was published in the online literary journal 
(mac)ro(mic) and her young adult novel Remy 
was a semifinalist for the Allegra Prize in 
Novel Writing.
Janine rinKer of  Craig writes that her 
poem “You Are Missing from Me” is based 
on the literal French for “I miss you.”

ann root of  Craig has three mixed media 
pieces in this year’s Waving Hands.
sue samanieGo is the director of  the 
CNCC Foundation, an artist, and a poet. 
About her piece “The End of  the Kool-Aid 
Adventures” she writes, “It may look more 
like poetry in how I set it up, but it is a non-
fiction account of  a personal experience.”
anna shanKs writes, “I am a first-year 
student at CNCC’s National Park Ranger 
Academy. I wrote ‘The Passage’ as a part of  
an English Composition assignment, and it 
was meaningful to me. I feel like everyone 
can relate to at least one of  the kinds of  
days listed, connecting everyone together.”
Kathy simpson of  Craig is a retired 
CNCC faculty member who enjoys 
photographing local wildlife and landscapes. 
ashley smith of  Meeker succinctly states 
that 2020 a Year of  ... is “a piece expressing 
my experience with 2020....”
barbara urbaniK of  Rangely writes 
that she “likes to take photographs of  the 
Osprey that come to visit us each year.”
samantha liGhtshade wade of  
Rangely composed “Any Sounds” about The 
Tank. tanksounds.org
JoyCe wilson writes of  her poem “Bison 
Breath,” “Last year was a good time to 
escape from reality for a bit, though I always 
feel the bison when walking this particular 
section of  the road.” Of  “Wolface” she 
notes, “Clearly I saw this happen.”
anita withey is an itinerant poet who 
claims Dinosaur, Colorado, as her stomping 
grounds.
John yohe is a writing instructor at 
CNCC and Fiction Editor for Deep Wild: 
Writing from the Backcountry. johnyohe.com
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